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Our story
At TFX we've been doing taxes for U.S. expats for over 25 years
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Why get a pro?
Expat taxes are complicated. Seriously.
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Security of your data
Every precaution recommended by the IRS & more
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How we work
Clear, transparent process. Thorough & well-thought-out
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Accountant-client privilege
IRS restructuring & reform act of 1998 protects taxpayers
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Testimonials






Trusted by tens of thousands of clients worldwide
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CPA vs EA vs Tax attorney
Which should you hire and why?
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Audit protection
We stand by our work — year in, year out.
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Careers
If you have years of experience with expat tax, get in touch!
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Webinars
Live webinar with Q&A — join & ask questions!
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How to compare firms
Many imitators, only one TFX. Ask the tough questions
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Who we help
Specific use cases & scenario analysis
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Onboarding team
Top notch customer service is core to TFX
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Why work with TFX?
We are the best at what we do and we’re here to help you
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Getting started
Easy process with an expert tax preparer
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US expat tax return
No matter where you reside — you must file US tax returns
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Streamlined procedure
No matter where you reside — you must file US tax returns
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Non-resident tax preparation
TFX helps non-US aliens or Green Card holders file returns
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Tax preparation fee calculator
Discover the average cost of tax return preparation for you
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Free intro consultation
Get started call with tax preparer
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Tax planning
High-level phone consultations with experts
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IRS letters review
Scary letter from the IRS? TFX can help
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Tax projection
Selling stocks? New job? Make educated financial decisions
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Substantial presence test calc
Easily determine your US tax residency status
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Expatriation
How to renounce citizenship or green card
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Check my return
TFX can review your prior returns for errors
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Amended tax return
We can re-file returns that need a little fixing up
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Representation
TFX can call and negotiate with the IRS on your behalf
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Form 5472
New filing requirements for foreign owners of U.S. LLC
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Form 5471
To report ownership in Foreign Corporations
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Streamlined domestic
Amnesty program for those residing in the states
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Amazon resellers
U.S. tax requirements of non-US e-commerce merchants
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Tax preparation fee calculator
Discover the average cost of tax return preparation for you
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Core ($400)
Form 1040 federal tax return package
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Premier ($500)
For those with additional income sources beyond the core package.
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Streamlined procedure ($1,300)
For those who have not filed and want to become compliant with amnesty from penalties.
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Tax questionnaire guide
How to use our handy tax questionnaire
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Daily webinar
We host a daily webinar to walk through our easy process and answer questions
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Our story
At TFX we've been doing taxes for U.S. expats for over 25 years
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Why get a pro?
Expat taxes are complicated. Seriously.
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Security of your data
Every precaution recommended by the IRS. And then some
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How we work
Clear, transparent process. Thorough & well-thought-out
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Accountant-client privilege
IRS Restructuring & reform act of 1998 protects taxpayers
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CPA vs EA vs Tax attorney
Which should you hire and why?
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Audit protection
We stand by our work — year in, year out.
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Careers
If you have years of experience with expat tax, get in touch!
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Webinars
If you have years of experience with expat tax, get in touch!
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How to compare firms
Many imitators, only one TFX. Ask the tough questions
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Who we help
Specific use cases & scenario analysis
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Onboarding team
Top notch customer service is core to TFX
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Why work with TFX?
We are the best at what we do and we’re here to help you
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Getting started
Easy process with an expert tax preparer
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US expat tax return
No matter where you reside — you must file US tax returns
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Streamlined procedure
No matter where you reside — you must file US tax returns
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Non-resident tax preparation
TFX helps non-US aliens or Green Card holders file returns
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Tax preparation fee calculator
Discover the average cost of tax return preparation for you
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Free intro consultation
Get started call with tax preparer
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Tax planning
High-level phone consultations with experts
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IRS letters review
Scary letter from the IRS? TFX can help
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Tax projection
Selling stocks? New job? Make educated financial decisions
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Substantial presence test calc
Easily determine your US tax residency status
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Expatriation
How to renounce citizenship or green card
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Check my return
TFX can review your prior returns for errors
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Amended tax return
We can re-file returns that need a little fixing up
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Representation
TFX can call and negotiate with the IRS on your behalf
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Form 5472
New filing requirements for foreign owners of U.S. LLC
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Form 5471
To report ownership in Foreign Corporations
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Streamlined domestic
Amnesty program for those residing in the states
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Amazon resellers
U.S. tax requirements of non-US e-commerce merchants
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Tax preparation fee calculator
Discover the average cost of tax return preparation for you
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Core ($400)
Form 1040 federal tax return package
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Premier ($500)
For those with additional income sources beyond the core package.
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Streamlined procedure ($1,300)
For those who have not filed and want to become compliant with amnesty from penalties.
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Ines Zemelman, EA
 15 Apr 2017



Congrats! Little Janie and Johnny are off to college, you did your job.  But - college isn’t free and your young scholars may need some assistance to pay for their degrees of higher learning.

Along with scholarships and other merit based programs, the Federal Government helps to pay for college via FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid).  In order to file the application to help the young whippersnappers pay for school, you must provide information from your U.S tax return.

 

2016-17 or 2017-18 FAFSA - Use Data From 2015 U.S. Tax Return

When completing a 2016/17 or 2017/18 FAFSA application, use information from 2015 U.S. tax return.

- If you will attend college from July 1, 2016-June 30, 2017, you should submit the 2016-2017 FAFSA. You will use income and tax information from 2015.

- If you will attend college from July 1, 2017-June 30, 2018, you should submit the 2017-2018 FAFSA. You will use income and tax information from 2015.

Note: Both the 2016-2017 and 2017-2018 FAFSAs ask for 2015 tax information.

How Do I Account for 529 Plans on FAFSA?

When completing the ‘net worth investments’ section as a parent, if you have one or more education savings accounts (ie - 529 Plan) - report that plan for every dependent child you have, even if some of those dependent children are not currently completing a FAFSA.  Ie - if Jackie is 17 and headed to college, but little Jimmy is only 6 years old but has a 529 plan, report them both under the parents’ net worth investments.

What Information Do I Need to Input From My Tax Return Into the FAFSA Application?

The FAFSA form makes it easy for you and specifically indicates what line of your tax return to pull the information from.  Although the terms may be confusing, the form tells you exactly where to look.

I Have Yet to File A 2015 Return - What Do I Do?

In absence of a completed 2015 return, submit the FAFSA application using estimated tax information, and correct information after you file your return.

Can I Use Figures from My Foreign (ie. French or UK) Tax Return?

No - these will not line up as the U.S uses a calendar year to report earnings (Jan 1 - Dec 31) and the figures must match accordingly. Please contact your tax advisor to get your tax return prepared ASAP so that you can complete your application correctly.

How Do I Estimate My Adjusted Gross Income? What Were My Spouse’s Exemptions?

This part isn’t so easy. Many of these tax jargon terms are not so easy when you can’t pull them directly from your tax return. Please consult your tax advisor to get your return prepared ASAP so that you can complete your application correctly.

I Completed My Return But I Don’t Have A Copy - What Do I Do

If you are a TFX client and did not keep a copy of your return, that’s no problem. Please login and the file will be in your 2015 folder of your documents section. If you are not a TFX client and did not keep a copy of your tax return, here are some options:

1) If you self-prepared the return, please open the tax software you used and re-print a copy.

2) If you used a preparer, please ask them for another copy. They are required to maintain records.

3) Download tax transcript from the IRS - Transcript 

4) Order transcript by mail --- Call IRS automated line at 800-908-9946 to order a transcript by mail. Or use the online link above and a transcript will be mailed to the address on your return within five to 10 days.








Ines Zemelman, EA



Founder of TFX
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Top rated US Tax firm on the independent review site Trustpilot — over 4,000+ reviews.



Download our app


File faster, easier with the TFX Mobile app
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